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Part l
Defining Basic ResearchinJapanese Companies
1－1Zntroduction
Basic researchinJapanis anissue of p01itical concern．
Thelevei of and future trendsin the basic research budgets
OfJapanese government agencies and companies attract an undue
amount of attention・There appear to be two perspectives on
this discussion・Oneis the concern of theJapanese about
meeting the challenges of performing basic research・Japanese
researchers now define the state－Of－the－artin many areas and
thisis a comparatively recent change from the former focus on
CatChing－up・The perceptionis that to advance the state－Of
the－artt mOre risky′　SCientific as opposed to techn010giCal
research activities are needed・The questionis asked：HIs
theJapanese mode of doing research suited to advancing
scientific frontiers？・ll
The second perspectiveis that of Americans who raise the
issue ofJapanese basic researchin the context of tensions
between the two countries・As the British say that theY
invent things but the Americans make moneY from them（for
example the jet engine）so now the Americans accuse the
Japanese of beingl．free riders”on the world′S，PrimarilY
meaning America，S，basic research．
肋iJe　址e process js月0亡d Si坤PJe山刀earJmOde′　加gic
SCientific research generates the new knowledge that
leads to the creation of new technologユeS・　For
ega叫Pje′　ddv8月CeSi乃調0Jecujarのioj0旦yJed　亡0
1
A review of the Englishlanguageiiterature about this
question can be foundin：H．Taylor，皇＿＿里！ヨ旦邑生旦宝達gL辿
Anal sis ofJa anese Emlo ent Relationshi s，PhD
dissertation′　UniversitY Of Washington，1989．
1－
わiotec加0ユ0度y／∂dv8月CeSi刀　SOjid s亡dte pムySjcs jed
t0　亡力e tra刀Sis亡0r d刀d t力ei刀teFrdted circui亡・
βdgic．researC力　jg d S力dred comodiり′．　抽e reSujtS
dre pu上〉jided d刀d dVaiJdわje tO SCieJltigtg drOuJ】d t血e
W0．rjd…．∫刀　亡力e paSt fouでdecddes′　亡力e　扼jted
g亡dtes　力aS CO刀亡出血u亡ed to t力e　わ∂刀た　of scie刀tific
短0Wjedg‘e∬IOre t如月∂刀γ0亡力eヱ・乃atio刀′　上月　fiejds Wiと力
0上）のous commerCidj po亡eJl亡idj d刀d血　fiejds　亡ム∂亡　dre
almost entirelYintellectual without near－tem
dpPユicatioJ】．．．Jtig t力erefore′　apPrqPridte t0dS五
m0・re from刀dtioJlS SuCム　dSJdpd刀′　肺jc上山ve
benefited from free access to scientific knowledge，
霊亡。芸昌器亡雲，票Ⅴ票霊霊雲霊S憲e霊霊雲．畔と
This argument generates aninterestin thelevel of basic
research being performedinJapan．
2
F．Press，Scientific and Techn010ical Relations
Between the United States and Ja an：Issues and
旦旦⊆望！些型嘘旦迦旦′（Commission on US－Japan Relations for the
TwentY First CenturY：Washington DC，1990）p・6・
This argument rests on the shakY foundation of two
assumPtions known to beinaccurate，that of alinear model of
innovation and of the costless transfer of knowledge．In this
day and age′　n0　0ne WOuld be so naive as to advocate the
discreditedlinear model ofinnovation．　Hereitis explicitlY
disavowed andin the same sentence alinear concept of
innovation is formulated．　A recent discussion of the weakness
Of thelinear model and an exploration of alternatives can be
foundin：J．Ziman，一一A Neural Net Hodei of Znnovation．．，
塾韮旦型遁」迎！L里旦巨主よL里辿迦′18，1′　Pebruary1991．pp．65－75．
The second paragraph relies on theidea that knowledgeis
free．　Even in basic research this is known not to be the
CaSe・An experiment cannot be replicated from a paper alone．
Scientific knowledgeis not costlessly availablel Substantial
research capabilitYis required to understandlinterpret and
to appraise scientific knowledge．　See：N．Rosenberg‘′　…WhY do
firms do basic research？．．旦生互生旦王⊆旦」辿ヱ19（1990）p．171．
（165－174）
Japanese companies expendlarge amounts of effort
C011ectingr compilingr andinternally disseminating
information．　Theylare Wellinformed．betterinformed than
American companies because they make an effort to beinformed・
Such an effort would not be neededifinformation was free，if
it magiCally floatedinto the organization at the appropriate
Place and time・See：JH・Ij・：Kotier，壬生重立［型出血」迫互裏道旦巴＿聖迫
遊主2型主星蔓旦」塾拉生塾虫迫旦′　TestimonY PreSented to the Subcommittee on
TechnologY and Competitivenessr Cornmittee on Sciencel SpaceJ
and Technology′　U・S・House of Representativesr Apri130，1991．
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The available data on the question are mostly R＆D
expenditure figures collected bY the US andJapanese
governments・　This data shows that theJapanese government，s
Share of R＆D expenditureis muchlower thanin the US．The
government’s spending on basic research has not really
increased much，and since they have a comparativelY Small
Share of the total，the government would have to make ma〕Or
Chang．es to significantlyinfluence the total amount of basic
research doneinJapan・4Japanese companies provide and spend
a correspondinglYlarger share of the nation，s research
reSOurCeS．
A statistic of piVOtalimportance to the discussionis
the overall percentage of corporate R＆D devoted to basic
research・　Thisis on the order of　4－6％，WithJapanese
COmPanies spending a slightlY higher percentage of their R＆D
expenditure on basic research than do American companies．
Aithough this difference can be seen asinsignificant，it has
also been highlightedin analysis of U・S・－Japan science and
techn01ogYissues・5　As theJapanese percentageis higherr one
WOuld expect to find some good basic researchinJapanese
COmPanies，eSPeCially since historical figures show that the
figure has decreasedin recent years・6　sYStematic evaluations
OfJapanese research and developmentin computer scienceJ
OPtO－　and microelectronics，advanced p01ymers，meChatronics，
telecommunications and biotechnology have been conducted by
American technical experts under the auspICeS Of theJTECH
PrOgram・They found that while theJapanese were oftenlevel
With or ahead of Americain product development，theY Were
4
J．Bl00m′Ja an as a Scientific and Technoloical
旦迎型竺王′（Techn010gYInternationalInc．；Potomac MD′1990）
P・18．　K．Sakakibara，Increasin Basic ResearchinJa an：
Cor orate Activit Aloneis not Enou h，Working paper，
graduate sch00l of commerce′　Hitotsubashi University′
Kunitachi，Tokyo．February，1988，WP＃8802．
5 Bloom，P．19．　National Science Foundation′　望山型⊆旦
and Technolo Resources of Ja an：A Com arison with the
迎珪虫疫」追旦迦（NSF　88－318）（Washington，D．C．′1988）p・4・
6science and TechnologYAgencY，壁土蛤＿」知受王＿」遁」鮎注型望旦
型嘘L：担！塾型珪望Ⅸ，（StPA；Tokyo′1990）p．273・
－　3　一
generallybehindin basic research・7　This disparitybetween
the moneY SPent and the results achievedleads to；
The Definition Problem
the main symptom of whichis a proliferation of quotation
marks whenever the terml．basic．一is usedin referring to
Japanese corporate research．
Japanese conpanies are．r甲Orting expanded
e草penditures on　一一basic research．H However，it
a且PedrS　亡加と調OSt Of亡力igig n0t hヨSicヱ・eSearCJ】・ヨS
霊。誓蒜誓。霊：霊霊霊霊。雲霊雫㌔td亡es′加t
This discussion can be slightiy confusing．　The
definition of basic research used bYJapanese companies
differs from that used by whomin the United States？　Zt would
be no surpriseif U．S．academics′　Or eVen the pre－breakup Bell
laboratories，did different types of research thanJapanese
COmPanies．　The keyis whether most U．S．companies and
Japanese companies differ．　But those writing about the
Definition Problem don，t reallY Clarify this point・
Japd刀ege血dustヱγーユまたe地e血dug亡dd王SeC亡OrS Of
Otムer couJ】亡deS一一　ユ古刀0亡上月亡eヱ．eg亡edi刀．perfomi刀F
reSedrC力Purejy for．djtruistic．re．∋gO刀S．　∫刀　fdCt′
thereis general agreement among all observers of
Jdpd刀ege月＆β　と力dt tムe def上月itioJ】Of　一一のaSic●．rese．∋rC力
dS uSed皇巴＿呈型塾互生重工＿j旦」塾匹辺ig different from　亡加t
uβed i刀　亡力e　打．古．∂刀d i月　faC亡。iffereJlt froml t力e
Official definition stated hY theJapanese
Gov？me刀亡・J地e朗of coてPOrate鮎DlaJJocd亡edlto
basIC reSearCh］probably should be deflated because
呈三霊霊霊霊票㌔霊霊ム亡霊亡霊霊霊亡霊．夢・g・
re呵p力dSig dddedノ
Zn this paper　＝　attempt to provide thoseinterestedin
COmparative analysis ofJapanese and American basic research
With a clarification of the Definition Problem．I discuss
7
G・Gamota　＆　W．Frieman，Gainin Ground；Ja an，s Strides
良し旦⊆主旦塾生生．＿旦＿＿＿竺呈出迎立』！ヱ′（Ba11inger：Cambridge Mass．1988）
Press．p．7．
9Bloom′p・19・
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definitions of basic research：Why people define basic
research，What are the official definitions，how these relate
to companies．
1－2　Whv define basic research
The difficulty of clearlY distinguishing basic from
applied researchis well－known．Although the existence of
different types of research seems cornmon sense andis
difficult to challenge．schemes to classifY reSeaLrCh and even
the possibility of classifYing research are often questioned．
and the problemisintensified when corporate researchis
being examined．　Perhaps the first question to ask about
research ciassificationis whY define basic research，Or
rather：Howis the term used？　Why are activities claimed to
be basic research，Or nOt basic research？
Thereis always a motive for distinguishing basic
re5earCh，and that motive usually has to do with obtaining
funds．　Zn different countries and at different times either
understanding the world orimproving techn010gY has been more
highly valued by societY and，SOmeWhatindependently．bY the
funding ministries／councils or the national policy makers．
The difficultyin preciselY defining basic researchis
refiectedin the wideiatitude one suspects exists for
researchers and funding councilsin categorizing research・As
SCientific work atits bestis an ever changing aCtivity with
unexpected outcomes，reSearChers have the flexibility to
PreSent a PieCe Of work as more basic o工一mOre aPPlied．
depending on their preferences and those of the audience．
Although bY far the most common strategYis to argue for the
utility of one，s research′　eXamPles exist of the opposite
CaSe．　For example，fusion research has been funded for manY
YearS aS aPplied research even though the applications are
acknowledged to be manY yearSin the future．In recent years，
there has beenlittle to show for thelarge amounts of money
SPent，andin America the budgets have not been so generous as
in the past．　Fusion researchers have been able to argue that
－15　－
there remainsinteresting basic plasma phYSics to be done・
SimilarlY，reSearChinto a malaria vaccine was funded as
applied research，and showed few results．As the budget came
under threat，reSearChers argued that there was some very
interesting basiciInmun010gy research to be donein relation
to mala工・ia．
Another motive for defining basic researchis to protect
Curiosity一〇riented research within budgets which are under
pressure t0　0Ptimi2：e eCOnOmically reievant output・In the UK，
the Rothschild p01icyinitiativei11ustrated this point．
Under thisinitiative moneyin the applied research categorY
WaS taken from the research grant－aWarding bodies，the
research councils，and given to”custDmerS”，the government
departments which were the purported users of all government
funded research・　The government departments receiving the
money were then supposed to contract with the research
COunCils for research．The aim was to produce applied
research more relevant to national needs，
articulated by the government departments・
not recognize that a separate category of
not purely－basic′　reSearCh existed and was
SuPPOrt apPlied research・Although formal
forlO％　of the amount of contracted funds
research councils forlonger－term reSearCh
Which would be
But Rothschild did
longer－term，though
necessarY tO
PrOVision was made
to be spent bY the
related to their
Objectives，this was notimplemented．The research councils
abilitY tO Perform applied research was thereby compromised
OVer thelong term．and this has been one of the criticisms of
this p01icy・10　similarlyJin companiestit has been noted
that one organizational factor found to facilitate the
Performance of basic research was that a categorylike basic
beidentified and R＆D monitored to ensure that some proportion
of resources goesintoit．11
10House of Lords Select Committee on Science and
TechnologyJ Civil Research and Develo ment11986－87　session，
Volume H胃Oral evidence，（HHSO；London，1987）p．256，Para
2．6．
11
Nason，H・K・HDistinctions between Basic and Appliedin
Industrial Research■一．旦竺至宝望吐迦型迫型塾生，MaY1981，P．23－28
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Zn the US－Japan contextr the argumentis made that what
theJapanese thinkis basic research rea11yis not proper
basic researcht and thisis used as a preamble to arguing for
more moneY tO be spent on basic researchinJapan．　The
unusual aspect of the situationis thatitis not the
recIPientS Of the money who are arguing for more money・But
that simplyillustrates the peculiaritY Of the US胃Japan
relatlonsh土p．
1胃3　Formal definitions
Up to this pointin the paper，nO formai definitions of
basic research have beenintroduced．　Znformal，COmmOn SenSe
notions have been enough．　A standard definition does exist；
it was developed for the purpose of conducting statistical
Studies and the main aim is t0　0btain international
Statistical compatibilitY．Although appIYing definitions of
basic researchis a political and rhetorical process，the
definitions were developed some years ago and so are not
influenced by today，s p01itical pressures but they are also
then distanced from current research practice and maY
therefore be hard to apply to reallife research projects・
The Frascati definitions are used bY the OECD countries
COllecting statistics on R＆D．　The Frascati Hanual definition
Of basic research is：
experimental or theoretical woェた　undertaken
pri調dri y亡0aCすUire刀eW加0ⅣユedFe Of　軸elJ刀de・rjyi刀g
fouJ］datioJ】Of p力eJ10期e刀d d刀d oのseryaわJe faCtS′
肺と力out d刀y par亡icu dr dppJjc．ヨtio刀　0r uSei刀　VieW
This can be contrasted with the definition of applied
research：
0・rユダi刀dJ　上月VeStiFdtioJ】uJ2dertdたeJ】i刀　0rder t0
aCすUjre月eげえ乃0Ⅳユedダe directed pri乃drijy t0紺adS d
gpecifjc praCticaj djm Orのjective
Although the definitions clearlY eXPreSS the common sense
notions of basic and applied research and provide a basis for
一　7
COmPilinginternationally comparable statistics，in their
appiication ambiguities arise．
One ambiguitYis that the motivations of the research
funder and performer may differ．A company may sponsor
research becauseit needs a technical problem s01ved while the
researcher maY do the researchin order to solve a scientific
PuZZle．　This again reflects the flexibility available to
those describing research projects．The Frascati definitions
are appiied to the collection of statistics from research
funders・　Similarly policY discussions focus on theintentions
Of government and corporate reSearch funders．　Therefore，When
’’motivation”is usedin the f0110wing discussion，SPOnSOr
motivationis being discussed．
Another ambiguitYisintroduced by national statisticians
Who use slightly different definitions．　The National Science
Foundation（NSF）definitionis：
re5edrd projectS肺icムr早PreSeJlt Orユダi刀dJ
i刀VeS亡iFdtioJ】for the adva刀Ceme刀t Of scjeJ】tific
加0Ⅳユedダe d刀d肺id doJ10亡力aVe SpeCific commerCjdJ
Oムjectiveg．∂　亡ムouダム　と力qy調ayムei刀　亡力e fjejds of
PreSent Or POtentialinterest to the reporting
CO∬pd乃y
The final phrase：．．although theY may be・・一一iS a
qualifier attached only to theindustrial R＆D survey・12
Two Engiishlanguage definitions of basic research as
usedin theJapanese surveY On reSearCh and development are
PrOVidedin the迦迎直し迦翼型L吐＿＿旦至逆．These are：
meoretical or eRPeエ王mental research unde．rtaken for
址e foヱⅦuJa亡ヱ0月Of加0亡ムegjg d刀d亡力eories．or for
抽e dCすuisitjoJ】Of刀eⅣ加0WjedFe′　山地out・ヨ刀y
Pdrticujdr a只Pjjcdtio刀　0ヱ・uSei刀　Vie財．jJ
12Papadak⊥S．H．＆J．Jankowski′　旦型亘圭旦」塗旦旦旦星⊆虹上里」堕埠
United States andJa an：Si2：e and Sco e since the面長仁
8eV喧迦′Hime0．SYraCuBe UniverBity′Harch1990，P．14．
13
塗p聖t On the Surve of ReBearCh and Develo ment1989iapah；
p．23．
Statistics Bureaur Management and Coordination AgencYr
－　8　一
lBasic research］refers to research undertaken
pri皿adJy for　亡力e．ヨdva乃Ceme刀と　Of scie刀tific
霊霊票宣霊蒜と雪4甲eCificpraCticdjd卯月cdとio月ig
The NSF Tokyo office has done anindependent transiation
Of the（One）Japanese definition andit differs from the
transiation providedin the R＆D surveY．
theoretical or e草perimental research for the puてPOSe
Of fomulating new hypotheses or theories or for
Oわtdi刀i刀7月eⅣ加0融edFe．reJated　亡O p力e刀0月eJld　0．r
霊e慧霊霊完′霊蒜冒．群C⊥短∂卯月catio月OrugeS
That three different translations exist indicates that we
Should be carefuiin drawing conclusions from translations・
At minimum it seems that the official definitions are similar．
The definitions．particularlY the American，are nOtable
in diverging from the Frascati definition of basic research bY
allowing the possibility of broad goalsin basic researchl
evenif onlYimplicitly．　The need to do this arises because
the nature of researchis changing・About the relativelY neW
area of biotechn01ogy．for example′itis almost a cliche that
academic，CuriositY－Oriented research and product－Oriented
research are very close．　Such research does not easiiY fit
into a basic／applied dichotomY．This change could well
COntribute to the difficultiesin comparingJapanese and
American effortsin basic research，and hence to the
Definition Problem．　Emerging，difficult to classify areas of
research draw international attention in the science and
14Applied researchis：．．．．reSearCh undertaken
Primarily for the advancement of scientific knowledge，With a
specific practical application sought directlY・’r The
definition of developmentis：
・・・the use of avaiiabie knowiedge obtained as the
result of basic and applied research and／or practical
experience whichis directed to theintroduction of new
materials，equiPment，Pr占ducts，SYStemS and processes，etc．Or
theimprovement of such already made available・
Statistics Bureau，P．233．
15papadakis＆Jankowskit p・14・
一　9　一
technology policY WOrld as they seem crucial to future
economic prosperity．
Here we see a weaknessin the classification schemes，a
Weakness which could be addressed by expandingit toinclude a
fourth category　－　Strateg．ic research．
regedrC力　ul】der亡a五e刀　帆王と力　eve刀亡u．ヨj prdC亡icdj
appjjcatioJ】上月．爪上月d eveJ】地oli画　と力ese cann0亡・わe
C一Zearjy亭PeCified
This addition would effect the classification of
COrPOrate reSearCh，aS mOStif not ali corporate basic
researchin any country would fallinto this category・　Both
the American andJapanese statisticians seem to have
recog．nized this．　The British g．0Vernment has added such a
CategOry tOits research classification though they consider
it a tYPe Of applied research．In other Western European
COuntries，the division of basic researchinto strategiC and
pure or curiositydrivenis currentlypopular・16
Thereforeit would seem that some of the difficultyin
COmParing American andJapanese expenditurein basic research
COuld be res01Vedif the chang．ing nature Of research were
acknowledg．ed and the orig．inal Frascati definitions modified．
A corresponding．addition to the common－SenSe nOtions of types
Of research would aiso somewhat clarify public policy
discussions，and reduce the scale of the Definition Problem．
Unfortunately．not all ambiguitiesin the application of
formal definitions could be resoIved by adding a category・A
Classic example here was the discoverY Of background radiation
in the universe byJansky at Bell Laboratories who was
investigating．the sources of staticin transatlantic radio－
telephone service・This background radiation proved so
interesting thatitis now studied bY an entire specialty－
radio astronomy－Which has contributed much to our
understanding of．一the underlying foundation of phenomena・”
16
H・A・Averch，’■The p01iticai economy of R＆D
taxonomles，－’星型塗色三宝旦」辿裏旦王．20（1991）p・188・（p・179－194）
ー10－
However，the sponsor，s motivation for fundingJansky′s
research was to acquire new knowledge with a specific aim or
Objective・Thus we see the potential for ambiguity when
appIYing definitionslike the Frascati ones，Which are based
On mOtivation．　Basic results can come from research whose
SPOnSOrS had applied objectives．
Ztis possible that this may be another source of
difficuitYin comparing the American andJapanese
Classification of research．　American commentary onJapanese
research classification centers around motivation．　The
American National Science Foundation（NSF）has questioned
Whether theJapanese use a more comprehensive definition of
basic research than do the Americans．　They note thatinJapan
along－term aPPlied research program thatinvolved basic
scientific experiments might be classified as basic・17　0wens
interviewed15　knowledgeabieJapanese about basic researchin
Japan，and noted that some of theinterviewees viewed goal－
Oriented researchinto fundamental aspects of a phenomenon as
basic research．　Theimplication was that not everybody would
agree with this・18
It could well be thatinJapan，having a goal for
research has greatimportance．　The Finance MinistrY demands
that other ministries〕uStify their basic scientific programs
On the basis of practical benefit，Which to someJapaneseis a
COntradiction in terms．　These demands are seen as a waste of
time since the projects are never evaluated at their
COnClusion，though also they act as barrier to the expansion
of basic researchinJapan as theYhelpdullcreativity・19At
the Optoelectronics TechnoIogY ResearchIJaboratory（OTL），a
KeY Tech Center，the goal of the researchis of uncertain
utilitY at best and serves mainlY tO focus the research
17NSP′p・47・
180wens′p・1・
19C・T・Owens′Basic Research P01icinJa an：P01icin
里主旦星．Report memorandum＃52，The Tokyo Office of the U・S・
National Science Foundation，November　29，1984．p．7・
一11－
PrOgram．　Hanagement expects that by attempting to fabricate
exotic structures such as quantum wires，a deep understanding
Of quantumCryStal materials and structures will be gained・
Of course′　SuCh understanding will be useful also for
fabricating more mundane semiconductor devicesin the near
term．20
However，because of the problemsin classifying research
On the basis of motivation′　and because of the flexibility
avaiiable to those describing the purpose of a research
PrOject，We CannOt neCeSSarily assume that the content or
results ofJapanese research differs from American research on
the basis of statements about goals．　Westney and Sakakibara
foundininterviewingJapanese and American firms that
attitudes to research differed while the research itself
Seemed similar：
血nagers and engineersin all three U・S・fims
eDPhasized that their ccu7PanY WaS．nOt engagedin
●．researCか．，Ⅳ力jc力　geemed t0力dVeJ】egd亡ive
CO刀月0tdtio刀S Of．わej月g dCademic‘∋刀d divorced from
PrOduct develcpment．　zn two of the threeJapanese
fiヱmg，九〇ⅣeVer，‖researcか●　力ad a muc九期Ore pOSitive
C0月乃0亡dtjoJl・　AjJ tムreeJapd刀ege CO坤Pd刀ieg cJaimed
t0　年peJ】d∬IO．re　亡力8月　5亀　of t力eir凡”　上皿吋etS O月　日血dSic
research．．・　Zt was not entirelY Clear to us that the
dCtu・ヨj dCtivitieg cdrried out djffe．red aSダre・ヨ亡jy
霊芸：芸。禁。ぴこ言霊d霊雲芸宗．妄imgdSdid班e
The authors attribute this difference in attitude to the
POlicy debates discussedin theintroduction to this paper・
Zf we cannot classify research according to statements bY
SPOnSOrS about goals，the Frascati definitions′　eVenif
revised′　are Oflittle use・The problems with motivational
20
L・Stenberg，Holecular Beam Eitax　－A Hesoview of
遊里塁丑重畳∈」聖迫輿望dL迦迎型蛙型蛙虫迎′　To be publishedin：旦生血墜止匹Ⅸ
at the crossroads between science andinnovationT Springerl P・
26．
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Trainin Careers and Or anization of En ineers in the
Com uter Zndustr inJa an and the United Statest Mimeo′　HIT
Japan Science and Technology programr Septembert1985r p46・
D・E・WestneY＆　K・Sakakibara，⊆望辿盛逆生＿旦主旦もし旦重」逗旦
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definitions are especiallY aCutein relation to corporate
research・Jansky′　for example′　WaS emPIoYed by aノCOmPany－
Bell Laboratories・Westney and Sakakibara were observing
COrPOrate reSearCh．　Nason notes that motivationis not a
Vaiid criterion for the classification of basic research bY
industrialmanagement・22　Thereforer We Should examine the
definition of basic researchin the corporate setting・
1胃4　Cor orate research
Observers have noted that corporate research maY differ
in nature from academic research．　Reich，for example′in his
history of research at GE and Bell notes that corporate
researchis not academic research and corporate researchers
are not academic researchers．23　The most obvious sensein
Which this is true is that academic science is oriented
towards a communitY Ofinternational scientific peers whereas
COrPOrate reSearChis organized and managed to contribute to a
COmpany′s g‘Oals．
An effort to delineateJapanese corporate basic research
WaS undertaken by N工STEP whoinvited twelve corporate R＆D
managers to giVe Seminars・24　TheYnOte that corporate and
pubiic sector R＆D differ firstlY because companies will never
Performlarge－SCale research which would be outside the budget
Of even the biggest firms．　Thisincludes research requiring
large facilitieslike space teiescopes，Ships or particle
accelerators．　Though where such facilities can be shared′　aS
are synchrotron radiation sources，COrPOrations maY
ParticIPate．　Companies are also unlikelY tO eng‘agein
database building，for example of nuclear cross sections or
22Nason′p・23・
23
L．S．Reich，The．Makin of AmericanIndustrial
Research：Science and Business at GE and Bel1　1876－1926
（Cambridge University Press，1985）pp・201－205・
24Y．Hirano　＆　C．Nishigata，コ：塗裏迫」迦旦二．＿上里」聖出由里
旦辺旺坦旦裏塗Lg呈＿」迦逆生註′　tranSlated from theJapanese，N＝STEP
report No・8，（NZSTEP；Tokyo．JanuarY，1990）・
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Other phYSical properties．The managers also distinguished
”genuine．’basic research which theY SaW aS the responsibility
Of government・　＝n the termin010gy of thelast section，
COrPOrations perform strategiC reSearCh；COrPOrate reSearCh
Will always belikely find new technology or，mOre
SPeCifically′　neW teChn010gy with cornmercial potentia1．　This
PreCludes research whose sole useris the government，for
example earthquake prediction or meteorology．
The research done bY COmPaniesis marked bY One Of two
Characteristics・　Zt may be expected to contributein some way
to the companies businessin the future orit may belikely to
PrOVe Veryinfluential on academic research．　Thelater type
Of researchis undertaken when，for example，highlY Original
research can be performed using resources alreadyin－house．
For example′if a researcher with a high reputationin the
areais already employed orif advancedin－house equiPment
happens to beideallY Suited to answer a hot question at the
research front・Evenif a project fits the above criteria，it
Will not be doneifit costs t00muCh・Any corporate research
must fit within the budget earmarked for basic research．
Zf definitions of basic research are difficult to apply
in practicet andif corporate researchis of a different
nature from academic research anyway′　then the question
becomes how can one define corporate basic research・In
Particularr how can one distinguishit from other researchin
the company？NISTEP researchers′　afterlistening to the
twelve R＆D managers concluded that the classification of
research and development activities varied from the simple；
research and development，tO the more detailed；basic
research，advanced research，reSearCh on common basic
technology and development・This suggested that a cornmon
definition which could be used as a premise for discussion of
R＆D had yet to emerge・25
Simllarly Nason reports that：
25Hirano′p・5・
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The consequences for research classification are the
f011owing．　Academic researchis oriented toward an
international cornmunity of peersr so the concept of basic
researchis unlikely to differ between universities．　On the
Other hand′　COrPOrate reSearChis organized and managed to
COntribute to a company′s goals，SO reSearCh classification
Can VarY from companY tO COmPanY．　Thisleads one to ask not
Only whether corporate research will fit neatlyinto
PigeOnh01es designed primarilY for public sector science，but
alsoif the veryidea of a single classification schemeis
inappropriate for corporate science．Isit even possible to
impose on companies a single classification scheme？
Attempts have been made．　＝n an appendix to the N＝STEP
report the authorslist criteria bY Which basic researchis
identifiedin theJapanese firms・27　Z roughly classified the
responses andlist them herein decreasing order of frequencY・
Basic researchis characterized bY：
1）Longer time horizons　－　the expected time to productis10－
20　years
2）The goalis to understand the technologY base or to
generate the seeds of new technologieS　－Which means al00Ser
COnneCtion to products
3）Reliance on the talent，enthusiasm or freedom ofindividual
researchers
4）Researchers are evaiuated bY PeerS With an emphasis on
Publication record．
5）Originalityis valued，aSis having a scientific
PerSPeCtive
At first glance thereis nothing specificallYJapanese
about these criterion foridentifYing basic researchin
COmPanies．A detailed comparison with an American scheme，for
the classification of public and corporate research，COnfirms
26Nason．
27Hirano′p・44胃46・
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坤isimpression．28　Langenbergproposes two criteriawhich are
irreievant here because he dismisses them as unworkable：
generalitY Of problems or results and the relative simplicity
Of the sYStem under study．　The other criteria are very
Similar to the NZSTEP list．
The firstis that basic research，eVen When publicly
funded，is expected t01ead to useful technology over thelong
term andis sometimes also justified on grounds of cultural or
aesthetic benefit．　This is similar to the first and second
Criteriain the abovelist，long time horizons and generating
the seeds of new technologY．　But Langenberg does not believe
this to be a workable basis for ciassification because there
are t00many eXCePtions．　For example′　fusion research has
been funded on the basis of technologiCal promise，aS aPPlied
research，although the benefits were known tolielO t015
YearSin the future．In contrast，mOlecular biology research
at the most basiclevelis often thought to be closely
COnneCted to products．　The timelag between basic research
and product development maY eVen be negativein some cases・
Basic research often foilows rather than precedes an
innovation．29
Langenberg，s other criteria apply to three organizational
levels of the research process：individual，institutional and
SpOnSOr．　On theindividuallevei the freedom of researchers
to ch00Se PrOblems and the motivations of researchers could be
used to classifY the activity．Here we have two criteria．
One，freedom to choose problemsis similar to the third NISTEP
Criterion．　The other，mOtivation of researchers would be
Subject to problems with motivational definitions described
earl⊥er．
Lang．enberg mentions thatif a classification of journals
COuld be developedit would be a g00d way to operationalize
28LangenberglD・N．”Distinctions Between Basic and
Applied Research一一′　Science polic Pers ectives：USA－Ja an，ed．
A・Gerstenfeld′（Academic Press，1982），P．33－42．
29Nason′p・24・
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this criterion・Since one of the key characteristics of ba岳ic
researchis that the main outputis publiShed knowledge，
コOurnal classification should be workable．　However，thisis a
Slight change from a motivational to a results－based scheme
because the　コOurnal classification and motivations might
PrOduce differentlabels for the same researchin caseslike
Jansky′s or where a device was deveioped during the course of
basic research・　Soit might be best toinclude］Ournal
Classification and the freedom researchers have to choose the
research topIC amOng Our Criteria foridentifying basic
research but to drop from the criteria motivation・
At the institutional level we have institutional intent，
Which means the basis for emploYee aSSeSSment・If a Hpublish
Or Perish■一　ethicis strongr then basic researchis the goal・
This is similar to the fourth NZSTEP criterion．
Finally′　thereis sponsor motivation，Similar to the
SeCOnd criterion．　The separation of the sponsor of research
and theinstitution that performs researchis usefulin the
Pubiic sector where government agencies award grants for
research undertaken by universitY reSearChers・Howeverritis
not relevant to corporate research，While the distinction
between theinstitution′s performance measures and their
motives for sponsoring basic researchis relevant・
The motivation of a corporation for sponsoring‘reSearCh
Can be classifiedin more detaii by drawing on a unified
SCheme designed by the（American）＝ndustrial Research
Znstitute Ad Hoc Committee on the Definition of Research．
They proposed a two dimensional ciassification of R＆D for
COrPOrate uSe．Along one dimensionis classified the tYPe Of
activity：reSearCh，deveiopment or technical service・Along
the other dimensionis classified the relation of the activity
to products，PrOCeSSeS Or SerVices．　The categories are：
maintenance and modification／major projects and or new
17－
tecLLliques／diversification．In both dimensions the three
ma］Or divisions can be further subdivided・30
Along the first dimension of this scheme we canlimit our
attention to the research categorY．The second dimension
PrOVides a useful addition to the second NISTEP criterion．　＝s
the company seeking to better understand the basis of existing
technology or to generate the seeds of new technoiog．y′　andis
thisin order to expand knowledgein areas of existing
techn010giCal competence or to diversifYinto new areas？
Comparing the Langenberg and N＝STEP criterion for
ClassifYing research has provided us with a framework to use
in analyzing corporate basic research．　The framework appears
to be equallY aPPlicable toJapanese and Western companies・
About alaboratory′s output，We Can aSk：
1）How basic are the journalsin whichit publishes？（results－
based）
2）How much freedom did the researcher havein defining the
research agenda？（individuallevel）
3）On what basisis the researcher，s performance assessed？
4）Zs the researchintended to；
understand the base of existing techn01ogy better？
generate seeds of new technology？
for expansion of existing tech．competence？
for diversification？　　　（SPOnSOr mOtivation）
5）Whatis the expected time to product？（time horizon）
［althoughlarg．e variations can be expected］
This framework may offer a waY tO analyze corporate
research whiie avoiding probiematic considerations of
motivation・The motivational criteriont　4′is designed to
more preciseiY delineate the connection between research and
the company′s technologyJ rather than to ascertain whether any
COnneCtionis expected－Since a connectionis alwaYS eXPeCted
even by national governments funding research・
30Nason．
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However，interviews withJapanese R＆D managers have
indicated that problems will arisein using these criteria．
For example，SCientific］Ournalsin the mostly English
lang．uage旦裏遥！主⊆旦」法主皇主虫迎＿ユ型垣星database were classifiedinto
41evels from applied technolog．y to basic science・　However，
there are some problems using this forinternational
COmParison as between American andJapanese companies．　Zn
Japan the propensitY tO Pubiishin Englishis much greater
among basic researchers than among engineerS．　Therefore，
American companies might seem to be doing more applied
technology work whenin fact theY just publish more of such
WOrkin　コOurnalsincludedin the database．
Criterion　2wouid seem usefulin distinguishing basic
from applied research．However，R＆D manag．ers sometimes saY
thatitis not possible to recognize a single originatOr Of an
idea・Alternatively，the same procedure will be f0110wedin
alllabs　－　reSearChers proposeideas and managers approve
them・　Sometimes publications are not takeninto accountin
PerSOnnel assessment，Often they are．　Patents seem to carrY
more weightin assessments though・　The time scale of the
researchis probablY the most useless of the criteria・
Managers often cannot giVe a time scale．If they arelucky．
research maY PrOduce a productin　3　YearS，if unluckY，15
years・Although some companies do seem to use the timetable
approach，manY do not．　Overallit would seem asif
international comparisons of corporate basic research will
remain difficult．
1－5　Conclusion
After examining the definition of basic reSearchin
Japan．I conclude that research classification does not
differ betweenJapan and other countries，SPeCificallY
America．　However，COnfusion arises because the standard′
Frascati definitions are n010nger adequate to describe
research・　The addition of a fourth categorY　－　StrategiC
research，a tyPe Of basic research胃might help to update the
肩19
SCheme．　Even with this addition，however，a mOtivational
SCheme such as the Frascati one will alwaYS be somewhat
inadequate for describing corporate research and for many
PurPOSeS a mOre detailed′　multi－Criterion analYSis will be
found superior．　Though such a schemeis not easy to
Operationaiize either．
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Part　2
ScienceinJapanese Companies：A Preliminary Analysis
2－1Introduct土on
The traditional home of scientific research is the
university not the corporation．The eccentricities of
SCientific creativity are thought to rest uneasilY Within
hierarchically contr011ed companies that demand consistent
OutPut from their emploYeeS．　Perhaps for this reason，those
Who study science havelarg．ely concentrated on scientistsin
universities or publicIY fundedinstitutes．　Sciencein
COmPanies has not been seen asinterestinginits oⅥ1right，
ratherit has beeninvestigated primarilY becauseitis seen
as a problem for corporate management．　Should the scientists
bein a separate building so theY Can have more freedom？　How
Oldis to0　01d to do science？　ZnJapan the concern that the
Japanese mode of performing research maY nOt be appropriate
formaking creative discoveries strengthens this tendency・31
Recently however，the r01e and nature of sciencein companies
has come under scrutinYby those who studYinnovation・32　＝n
addition，SeVeral histories of American corporatelaboratories
31M．Taylor，A Transaction Costs Anal sis ofJa anese
迦！旦主公型生型jL塾主と旦⊆主旦辿迦′　PhD dissertation，UniversitY Of
Washington，1989．　D．E．WestneY＆　K．Sakakibara，旦⊇王弧迫辿旦
Stud of the trainin careers and or anization of en ineers
in the com uterindustr inJa an and the United States′
Distributed courtesy of M＝T－Japan Science and Techn0logy
Program・September，1985・．Y・Hirano＆C・Nishigata，ニ塾旦主旦
Research”in Ma’or com anies ofJa an，tranSlated from the
Japanese′　NZSTEP report N0．8，（NISTEP：Tokyo，January．1990）
F・Niwa　＆　S・Sakakura，．．A Study on Reserach Management of
Japanese Zndustriai Research Organizations，H Paper presented
at the　2ndInternational Conference on Management of
Techn01ogY，Hiami，FebruarY1990．
32
N．Rosenberg，．．WhY do firms do basic research？’．
FeS？arCh PoliFY19（1？90上PP・l竺5二王74・＿K・Pa一i！tI．”Wh聖makesbasIC reSearCh economicallY uSeful？”星型嘘Lヱ旦主と⊆ヱ20，
1991′　pp．109－119．
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have been written．33　Nevertheless，thereis a relative dearth
Of research on corporate science　－　aS OPPOSed to R＆D
management．
Thisis a particular probiemif we want to understand
SCienceinJapan．Japanese companies spend anincreasing
PerCentage Of the nations basic research funds，35％in1989　up
from　32．5％in1985．In1985，American companies spent　20・2％
of the nationalexpenditure on basic research・34　soJapanese
COmPanies have a relativelylargeinfluence over sciencein
Japan．　The perception abroadis that：”InJapan，the
university systemis comparatively weak，and the best research
is by andlarge donein corporatelabs．．35
AndJapanese corporations have been doing some very
interesting things with their research．　CompaniesinJapan
areinnovative，nOt Onlyin the sense of producing new
techn01ogy′　but also more fundamentallYin generating a new
Paradigm of technical change．　Zn many companies R＆D
expenditure now exceeds capital expenditure　－indicating the
high priority afforded thinking as opposed to manufacturingin
the future of these companies．　＝n addition，COmPanies here
have been diversifying，nOt through H＆A，but rather through
R＆D，increasing their R＆D spendingin fields outside their
malnl⊥ne of bus⊥ness．36
33
D・A・Hounshell　＆J．K．Smith，虫垂旦！主旦§」旦塾！L塾生匹道三蛙旦
Strate DuPont R＆D1902－1980（Cambridge University Press
1989）．　Reich，I）．S．The近akin of AmericanIndustrial
Research：Science and Business at GE and Bel1　1876－1926
（Cambridge University Press，1985）．
34
1989　figure from Statistics Bureau．Management and
C00rdination Agency．Re ort on the Surve of Research and旦！疽旦芝　Japan．1985　figures from：National Science
Foundation，The Science and Techn010　　Resources ofJa an：A
Com arison with the United States（NSF　88－318）（Washington，
D・C・．1988）でable B－6．
35
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聖迫迦主旦圭地金呈出迎感壇上′　Himeo，National Association ofJapan一
触Ierica SocietiesrJune　7（1991′　P・7・
36F・Kodama，Anal　2：in Ja anese Hi h Techn01oies，
（Pinter：London，1991）
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R＆Dis central to the strategies of companiesinJapanr
hence their R＆D activity hasincreased steadilY・Although
deve10Pment COnSumeS far more R＆D resources，SCience has also
been a priority forJapanese companies・The production of
SCience bY COmPanies seems to go through cycles bothinJapan
and America．InJapan，there was a b00min the establishment
of strategic researchlaboratories during the1960，S37（See
Figurel）・These were generaily centrallaboratories that
Performed strategic research．　However，OVer time management
PreSSure for short－term reSults pushed out the strategiC
research component of thelaboratories，work，and they became
more and more applied・38　soin the1980，s many companies
again established newlaboratories，Oftenin Tsukuba science
City，in order toincrease the amount of strategiC SCience
they perform．
ZnJapan，SCienceisimportant to companies，and
COmPanies areimportant for science．　During the1980，s
SCience was afforded a higher priority byJapanese
COrPOrations・　They′in turn，are key playersin the countrY，s
SCience；Piayers who will probablY become moreimportantin
the future．　Although theirinnovation strategieS have been
SCrutinized，We knowlittle more about their science than how
much theY SPend onit．　Zn this study we attempt to answer a
few basic questions about corporate scienceinJapan using
quantitative data on the scientific output of　29　companies・
These companieslicensed techn010gy for many years；then
theY began to generate their own technologY；nOW theY Often
define the state－Of－the－art．　Do the companies also go beYOnd
this to contribute to the world′s pubiicly available
SCientificliterature？　After all，their researchis that
Which theY eXPeCt Will generate new products，and the
37F0110wing the usage proposedin the first section of
this report，1．strategiCH wili be usedinstead of　一一basicl’to
refer to thelong－term′　SCientific research of companies．
38H・Yamada，”kenkyu kaihatsu no fukakujitsusei to kiso
kenkYuSho no soshiki taiyo”，旦駐日迦些旦邑＿辿珪旦竺′　35，3，1988，PP・
73－83．
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resultingintellectual propertyis carefu11y guarded・So do
their employees waste time writing academic〕Ournal articles？
Andif theY publish，do the papers contribute to our
understanding of physical phenomena or do they only report
device developments，neW teSting methods，etc・？
Do the companies produce their science al0ne′　Orin
COllaboration？Japanese universities are well knoⅥl for the
restrictive koza system of organization and for theirlack of
funds・In addition，Honbusho（MinistrY Of Education，Science
and Culture）regulations hamper c011aboration withindustry・
So doJapanese・COmPanies work withJapanese universities？
The extensivelinks betweenJapanese companies and the
entrepreneurialHZT are often controversiai・39　That manymore
Japanese corporate scientists go to foreign Publicly funded
researchinstitutes than foreign SCientists come toJapanis a
cause ofinternational friction・40　DoJapanese companies rely
more heavily on the publicIY funded scientificinfrastructure
Of foreign COuntries than onJapan，s public research
infrastructure？
These are the questions to be addressedin this paper，
Which reports a preliminarY analysis of the quantitative and
interview data c01lected for　29　companies．Future analyses
Willl00kin more detail at sectoral patterns and will compare
these companies with selected European companies・
39
C．T．Owens，Ja anese Com an Su ort for Academic
Researchin the United States，Report memorandum＃108，The
Tokyo Office of the U．S．National Science Foundation，
Septemberl2，1986・A．DeAngelis，迦迫星主長生虹＿辿主虫竺王旦主主主旦邑二
Scientific and technical Contacts with Ja an：MIT，s Industrial
Liason pro ram and other MIT Contactst Report memorandum＃110r
The Toky00ffice of the U・S・National Science Foundation，
November12，1986．
40
H・Cross，HA Hagnet　土n As土a一一，互生三」喜連旦主旦［旦＿旦⊆旦型迎珪旦
辿迦′　6　December1990，P．66．Kalil＆Ballantine，P．7．
Bl00mJJa an as a Scientific and Technoloical Su er ower，
（Technology工nternationalInc．：Potomac HD，1990）p．120．
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2－2　でhe Data
The data comprise the scientific publications of　29
Japanese companies・　The companiesinclude the top ten R＆D
Spenders during thelate1980，S：Toyota，Hitachi，NEC，
Hatsushita Electric　＝ndustries，Toshiba，NTT，Fujitsu，Nissan，
Mitsubishi ElectricJ Sony・41AIsoincluded are companies that
Published more thanlOO papersinl989・　In addition to most
Of the above companies thisincludes：Nippon Steel，Shionogi，
and Takeda Chemical　＝ndustries．　Since the focus of the study
is corporate science，the aim was to examine theJapanese
COmPanies which produce the most science′　and the remaining
COmPanies were chosen because their R＆Dincludes a scientific
COmPOnent・　This often was the casein companies using
research to diversifY，Orin companies that had established
their own non－PrOfit researchinstitute．　Other companies are；
Ajinomoto′　Asahi Chemical，Asahi Glass，Fuji Photo Film，
HaYaShibara Biochemical，Kao．Kirin，Kobe Steel，KYOWa Hakko′
Mitsubishi Kasei，Ⅱitsubishi Kasei　工nstitute of Life Sciences，
Hitsui Toastu，Sagami Chemical Research Center，Sumitomo
Chemical′　Sumitomo Electric Zndustries，Suntory．
An alternate method would have been to l00k at all
COmPaniesin a fewindustrial sectors．　This was not done
because even in science－intensive sectors like
Pharmaceuticals，nOt all companies do basic science・　＝n
Pharmaceuticals，all companies publish，aS SCientific datais
required for：regulatory approval．However，SOme COmPanies
Publishlittle more than clinical testing．
The companies produce a varietY Of scientificliterature
including．greYliterature（greyiiteratureincludes company
journals，NISTEP reports，gOVernment documents，mimeos，e－mail
41Honda was excluded becauseit published only7papers
in1989・　The companies are ranked based on the average R＆D
expenditure，1985－7　aslistedin：Kodama，p・19・
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etc・），COnferencepresentationsand journalpublications・42
The data are］Ournal articlesindexedin the Science Citation
主星虫墜（SCI）database．There are different tYPeS Of journal
articlesin the database：articles′　nOte，letters，reViews′
abstracts etc．Asis recommended practicein bibliometric
WOrk，Original contributions to scientific knowledge were
examined heret hence only articles and notes wereincludedin
the data．43
The disadvantage oflooking at journal articles aloneis
that some results maY be published onlYin conference
PrOCeedings．When the R＆D managers estimated the percentage
Of scientific results presented only at conferences，their
guesses rang‘ed between　20　and　40　percent．A managerin a
basiclaboratory who pushes for journal publication maY reduce
this to almost　0％．　However，Others would not giVe an
estimate，SaYing that results had to be of a certain quality
to be publishedin a　コOurnal，While conference presentationis
iess demanding・　One companY nOted that some ofits
researchers ch00Se tO giVe COnference presentations only′
regardless of the qualitY Of their research．In
Pharmaceuticals，it was different；because only］Ournal
Publication countsin the regulatorY PrOCeSS，eVerYthingis
Publishedin〕Ournals．
＝n g．eneral，ma］Or findings seem to get publishedin
］Ournals as well as presented at conferences．In fact，this
filtering of results presentedin　コOurnalsis the advantage of
l00king s0lely at journal articles．They are refereed；there
is qualitY COntrOi，and so the data comprise the highest
quality science produced by the companies・
42The relative sizes of these bodies ofliterature are
unknown．
43
Theissue of which paper types toincludein a
bibliometric studyis discussedin；J．Anderson et al．′．10m－
1ine approaches to measuring national scientific output：a
CautionarY tale，M旦生真金塾生生．j丑旦＿ヱ！虫退旦」迫と迫工．15，3June1988′
pp．153－161′　p．157．
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The papers were downloaded from the1989　and1984　CD－ROM
VerSion of the database．　For convenience　＝　will refer to the
PaperS aS1984　and1989　papers aithough1983　and1988　papers
that appearedlatein the Year are aisoincludedin the data・
Correspondingiy′　SOme1984　and1989　papers that appeared too
latein the Year and were putin the following YearS，database
Will not bein the data・The　29　companies published1873
articies and notesin1984　and　2942in1989，anincrease of
57％・　Some of thisincrease will be due to new］Ournals being
added to the database・The number of papersin the database
in1989　was12％larger thanin1984′　but thisincreaseis
PartlY due t0　9％moreinstitutions publishing．
The SCZ databaseis verY Often usedin bibliometric
Studies，and for example．was usedin the U．S．National
Science Foundation・S旦⊆主旦塾⊆旦」迦裏地王rePOrtS・44　A
COmparison of the SC＝　with the most complete c01lection of
CurrentlY Published scientific serials，that of the British
LibrarY Lending Division，and with other databases was donein
1979　by CH＝　Research which compiled theindicators for the
NSF・　Although a bit dated′itis the most comprehensive
assessment of the quality of the SCI for bibliometric
purposes・45　They found that：
・・亡力e SCJig r甲reSenとative of scieJ】亡ific
puムユ上古山刀g dCtidty for mOSt COuJ］tries a月d皿0gt
fjeJds・・・軸e cove工．叩e Of調dJ0r UJg．∂月d仇∬・
gcie月亡ifjcJOur乃dJs一．SeemS　亡0上〉e egCeJjeJl亡．　弛e　Ⅳest
Geヱ¶∂刀∂刀d PreJlCカ　ブoumaJ coveraFeiS FeJleraJjy
good．　TheJapanese and”other”countギy COVerage
SeemS t0わe dde曾U．ヨte for調OSti刀teエ乃∂tio刀aj
COmp∂rjso刀S．．．
弛e刀dtioJlaユ　deficieJ】CieSi乃　亡力e gCJ coverdFe dre
刀Ot u乃ifoヱⅦfrαn fjejd　亡O fieユd．　蝕e cove．r．叩eis
44
An extensive set of tables，from which much comparison
data usedin this studY WaS drawn，WaS Publishedin；Nationai
Science Board′　Science　＆　enineerin Indicators　－1989，
（Washington DC；USGPO′1989）（NSB89－1）・
45
H．Carpenter　＆　F．Narin，r．The adequacy of the Science
星と主旦⊆主旦！L王旦旦更生（SCI）as anindicator ofinternational
SCientific activity′”Journal of the American Societ for
虫廷旦！辿旦」迫出生旦旦′　32，1981，PP．430胃39，quOteS taken from
pp・438胃9．
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調uC力戯0ヱ・eヱ・甲rege乃tdtivei月　蝕oge fieユdg・肺ic九・九dVe
a Ce11とエコJigedユiterature cム∂ヱⅥCteriged坤jdrFe．ヨ刀d
⊥埋）0．rtd月亡joumajs′　guCJl dg p句侶ics d月d c力emigtギブ・
Fields w力ich are characterized身a relativelYlarge
刀Unber of s皿dJj jOuエ刀dJs′　肺亡力　guのSta刀tidj joc。J
interests，do not seem to be as well represented・
出eユds Wi地　亡ムig type Of．ヱヱ亡eごature are ear亡力dnd
呼aCe SCience，engineering and technologY，
戯at力emdtjcg′　∂刀dわio20度y reSpeCidJJy tムe
aダricuユtl⊥raユ　co∬pCJleJltJ．・．・
TheY find a number of strong reasons for using the SCZ・
It Hoffers uniform coverage of the centralliterature for a
Wide range of scientific discipiinesH・　tt　一一includes every
articleinits covered journals，SO that thereis no bias
introduced by an abstracter excluding articles as not beingin
the field ofinterest”．By using a single source′　rather than
SeVeral more specialized sources，One aVOids a massive
SCreening process needed to eliminate duplicate records・
一tFinally，the abstracting．andindexing services vary widelYin
timeliness and are sometimes years behind for a specific
Subject area or a specific country．I．
Aithough the SClis the database of choice for
bibliometric work′　COVerage OfJapaneseliteratureis onlY
一一adequate．一．　SomeJapanese〕Ournals areincluded′　for example，
JapaneseJournal of Applied PhYSics；Tetsu to Hagane；Journal
Of theJapan Znstitute of Hetals；Kagaku Kogaku Ronbunshu・
ApproximatelY4000　scientific and technologiCal journals are
PublishedinJapan；”though not all might be rated of
scientific value・・・46　Approximately1000f these arein the
database．　Thereis a costin time and effort forJapanese to
Write papersin Eng・1isht and this wiii piace a filter between
the output from a companYls R＆D and mY data・Aithough the
MinistrY Of Education，Science and Culture（Honbusho）promotes
Englishlanguag・e Publication bY Subsidizing the Eng・lish
46
址・Negishi，”Research activitiesinJapan andJapanese
articles registeredin Western databases，1，in ed．D．Monch et
al．，Ja anese Znformationin Science Techn010　　and
⊆2型p宣壬生生．Proceedings of the　2nd Znternational Conference，23胃
250ctober1989in west Berlin（Amsterdam：ZOS Press，1990）p．
191．
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languageコOurnals of scientific societiest47the propensity to
pubiishin Engiish varies between different areas of research
and between science and engineering．　Science will be
Publishedin English more frequentiY than will engineering・
Sometimes scientific results will only be publishedin
English，aSin the scientific community Eng．lish胃Ianguage
PaPerS are Seen aS higher quality thanJapaneselang‘uage・In
the engineering community thisis not true′　SOmetimes
engineering researchis not publishedin English・A study of
the English andJapaneseliteraturein automotive combustion
researchindicated that while ma］Or reSults were publishedin
Engiish，tO f0110w theincrementalimprovementsin the
technologyitwas necessarYtO read theJapaneseiiterature・48
Theinterviewsindicated that both companies and
individual managers often encourag‘e English－1anguage
Publication，though some do not care．　Publicationin English
is more common for basic research as′　for example′　reSearCh
COnCerning‘prOducts only s01dinJapan will not be published
in English．At companies that do not encourage English
language pubiication，basic research only maY be publishedin
English・Asis true of journal articles versus conference
PaPerS′　SO With Englishlanguage Publication．　English
language PaPerS Were Said to be of higher qualitY．Again′
What seemslike alimitation　－the primarilY Englishlanguage
basis of the data　－has the advantage of bringing SOme quaiity
COntrOl to the data．
The situation has been changing・　The number ofJapanese
PaPerS pubiishedin constant journai sets as recordedin the
47Negishil P・191・
48G・J・Hane　＆　R．A．Hutchinson，遊主2旦！堕互生一三旦虫幽垣主
Research onIJean Combustion：A Case Stud　′　Report prepared for
U・S・Department of Energy under contract DE－ACO6－76RLO1830
（Pacific Northwest Laboratory，Batteiie Memorial　工nstitute，
AuguSt1987）・
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旦⊆王and the totai number（including addition of journals）in
Other databasesincreased through the1970，s and1980，S
49
Nevertheiess，Cautionis warranted．and careful attention
WaS Paid to problems of completeness．　The data，s English
language emphasis was keptin mind wheninterpreting the
results・In addition alternative pubiicationlists were
Obtained and were compared with the SCI data．
Corporate publicationlists were chosen as the most
authoritative alternativeiists，and an attempt was made at
every companYinterviewed t0　0btain theirlist of companY
Publications．　Often this was not possible；thelists did not
exist．　Even when alist was obtained．0ftenit was unusable′
not giVing detailed enoughinformation for example．　Another
PrOblem was that corporatelists・Were Often compiled from the
OutPut Of onelaboratory，Whereas the data were compiled for
COmPanies as a whole because the addresses on the papers were
SOmetimes not specific enough to allocate them toindividual
laboratories，eSPeCiallyif the company has several
laboratoriesin one citY・Thereforer an exact comparison
between the datat and alist of papers for onelaboratory was
not thought possible．　Thus far，four usablelists have been
Obtained．
Detailed results of two comparisons between the1989　data
and the corporatelists are shown・in Figure　2・The pie Charts
Show the numbers of：COmPanY Orin－house〕Ournal articles／
domestic and foreign COnference presentationst andJapanese
and English journal articles．The shading on the pie Slices
differentiates between company］Ournalst conference
PreSentations，Japanese］Ournal articles and English journal
articles・The exploded pie Slices represent the overlap
between the data and the corporatelist・The additionallumP
On the exploded pie Slicesindicates the nunber of papers that
49
Ciass］Ournals，．．旦！注型匹！L月旦』旦′　光aY1990，P．‾7．F．Narin＆J．
Davidson Framet”The growth ofJapanese science and
Technology′”辿迎′　245，Pp．600－605．Negishi．
’．Japanese scientistsincrease their presencein world－
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arein the data but not on the companylist・Asindicated on
the diagramst　84and62papers are on bothlists whichis　40％
and　73％of the companylists・The overlap for two additional
COmPanies not shownis　47％and　76％・The two with　70％overlap
arein fact privately fundedinstitutes，Whose missionis to
Perform basic research・The40－47％range may be more typiCal
0f normal corporatelaboratories．
The　50－60％　of papers notin the data are most obviously
Japaneselanguage papers．　For these two companies′　the
OVerlapin English－language］Ournal articlesis　46％　and　81％・
The remainderinclude some1989papers which will beindexed
in the1990　SCZ and types of papersr SuCh as review articlesr
Which were notincludedin the data．The rest arein］Ournals
notindexedin the SC＝；a few of these are non車teChnical
〕Ournals；Others may be new］Ournals not yetincluded・
An unexpected feature of the pie Chartsis the extralump
On the exploded pie Slice whichindicates the number of papers
in the data which are旦9主On the companYlists．　8－19　such
PaPerS Were found for everY COmPanYlist examined′　Calling
into question the assumption that any singlelist，eVen the
COmPany′s ownlist，is authoritative．
The datal thent consist of high－qualityJinternationallY－
Oriented corporate scientific publicationsin1984　and1989・
These are by no means accurateindicators of the output from
COrPOrate R＆D．and so this study does not draw conclusions
about corporate R＆D as a wh0le．Ratheritis the companies′
COntribution to science whichisinvestigated．more
SPeCificallY，their contribution tointernational science．
Thisisimportant as one of manY OutPutS Of corporate R＆D．and
it serves as anindicator of the scientific activitY Which
many companies feelis necessary to advance their techn01ogy・
Furthermore，itis a contribution to science often not
recognized by those who studY SCience，the perception being
that universities generate science and companies generate
technologY・Parallel workis underwaYin the UK concerning UK
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and European companies・The ultimate aimis to produce a
COmparison between the European andJapanese companies・
2－3　Resuits
2－3－2　8oJdpa刀eSe Campa刀ies puムJig力　resedrCカア
An H＝T studY COmParingJapanese and American computer
COmPanies found that theJapanese companies provided”more
encouragement for engineerS tO g．iVe PaPerS at COnferences and
to publish their research results．．than did American
companies・50　Neverthelessl thereis a perceptionin theWest
thatJapanese companies do not publish research・　This
assumption underlies statements such as the f01lowing：
JdPd乃eSe C叩∂刀ies sムoujd provヱde mOrei月foヱⅦdtio刀
∂わol－亡．baSic．reSearの　C．ヨエried ou亡身pdvate
COnPanies．．．Znfomation LTSeful to researchers
d刀d o亡力erg Ou亡gideJdpa刀　上月Cjudes descエーiptio刀S Of
言完慧霊票慧霊霊霊鳥霊畢eS′如eJof
Thisis just the type ofinformation which can be
Obtained from the（Englishlanguage）database usedin this
Study′　becauseJapanese companies do publish research．
At this point we should mention that citations to the
COmPanies，papers were not counted．　Citations are often used
toindicate theimpact of scientific work，and without such
datal Only the sizet not theimpact of the companies′
COntribution Can be assessed．However，thereis every reason
to believe that the rate of citation to the papers would be
quiteiow・Exceptin engineering and technologYI Citations to
50westney＆Sakakibarat p・82・
51F．Press，旦旦主星出土旦＿a嘘、、Tech31010qiGal Relations
Between the United States and Ja an：Issues and
星型≡塑型型嘘塾生』迎旦′（Commission on US－Japan Relations for the
Twenty First Century；Washington DC，1990）p．7．
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Japaneseliterature arelow・52　Zn additiont US data shows
that corporate researchis not well cited by researchersin
other sectors・53Individual exceptions are of course aiways
possible・54
Zn Figure　3　the number of papers and percentage changein
nunber of papers from1984－1989is reported．Ten companies
Published more thanlOO papersin1989．with the top two
COmPanies publishing518and431papers・For comparisonJ the
number of papers published bY the ninelargest national
universities and Keio and Waseda universitiesis also pIotted．
Zt should be noted that companies specializein either
physical sciences research orlife sciences．whereas
universities will do both．　Three companies，Performing onlY
Physical sciences research，Pubiish as much as Keio and
Waseda・　The overall pictureis of a substantial contribution
to theinternational scientificliterature，One Which has
Perhaps not been fuilY aCknowledged．
The reasons why companies would not be expected to
Publish are ciear；Publishing doesn′t make money．　Why should
they pay for valuable R＆D staff to spend time writing，
especiallY the extra time needed to writein English，Whenit
doesn，t contribute to new product development and releases to
COmPetitors the veryinformation the companies use to develop
new products？　But corporate researchers do publish，thus
POinting to the tension generated bY SCiencelocatedin a
COmpany・This tensionis partlY reSOlved by screening papers
Prior to publication．　Published papers only release knowledge
already protected by patent，andin particular do notinclude
52
’’Targeting Bi010giCal Sciences，Japan BeginS tO Make
its Ha工．k′一一　互生呈剋塾生塾，VOl．2Aprll1991′　pp．1－2・　F．
Narin　＆J．Davidson Frame，一．The Growth ofJapanese Science and
Technoloqy′■■　塾三主旦塾生旦245．11August1989′　pp・600－605・
53
National Science Board′　Table　5－35．H．Small　＆　E・
Greenlee，A Citation and Publication Anal sis of U．S．
虫垣旦塾旦主旦1＿旦互幽上皇9塾星．Final report on National Science
Foundation contract PR虹－7710048，（Philadelphia：Institute for
Scientific Znformation′　nd）pp．34－35．
54sma11and Greenlee′Table22．
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know－how・　Therefore′　nO COmPanY Pubiishes all the results of
its research．　CompanY Publications are always delayed while
the patent department examines them，SOmetimes beyond the
point where the workis publishable．
Why do corporate researchers pubiish？　The reasons can
Vary，between companies and even between countries・　For
example，under theJapanese system oflifetime employment
researchers will be with one company for their entire career，
SO thereisless need to publish to maintainindividual
reputations used to secure the next job．At one of the few
organizationsinJapan that emploYeeS POSt－docs55individual
researchers，wish to estabiish their：reputations was a key
motivation for publication．
There are some sector differences in reasons for
publ土shing．Journal
research process from
for pharmaceuticals，
Veterinary products．
Patent prOteCtionis
PrOCeSSinnovations′
papers are required at every stage of the
COmPanies seeking regulatorY aPprOVal
food additives，agrO－Chemicals and
At the other extreme，Where clear－Cut
not easy to obtain，for examplein
Publicationis not allowed．
Another motivation is the desire to
doctorates through publishing papers．　＝n
SeCOnd route to a phD，One COmmOnly used
that of submitting papers published after
un土versity to that university．
this systemis not specific to
COmPanY that mentioned this as
SeCtOr・　And every companyin
mot⊥vation．
Strangeiy
any fleld
have enginee S Obtain
Japan′　ther l  a
by company emploYeeS，
graduation from a
enough，although
Of research′　eVery
a motivation was in the same
that sector，mentioned this
One person noted the spur to research efforts generated
by releasinginformation．If researchers publish，eVeryOne
knowsl and someone might try toimprove theidea・So
55Researchers who have just finished their PhD・s andwho
are giVen COntraCtS meant tOlast several YearS，five at the
most．
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researchers accelerate the pace of their work on the next
Phase by themselves．　This benefits the company．　Other
COmPanies mentioned that publication was good for the morale
Of researchers；it can stimulate their creativity and generate
new　土deas．
Other companies could see no benefit to the companY from
Publishing，eXCePt thatit enhanced theimage of the company・
This would help recruiting，Whichis a key problem for all
Japanese companies todaY．　The reason giVen for publication at
SOme COmPanies was organisationally based；We have a basic
researchlaboratory；Since theY are nOt PrOducing products，
the onlY OutPutis papers；SO they publish・In contrast，
Other companies recognized that clear，ifintangible benefits
flowed from publishing．When the companY Publishesit enters
an exchange・TheY giVe and they get back・TheY reCeive
information about know－how．find out what researchersin other
COmPanies areinterestedin′　get tO know academics，enter
networks．　＝t can makeit easier to collaborate′　and may make
it easier t01icense technology at a time whenitis nol0nger
enough to pay money for alicense　－　an eXChange of technology
is aiso required．　Thereis then a clear，thoughintangible
benefit accruing to the research of a company that publishes・
Though each of the companiesinterviewed publishes research，
to some interviewees the benefits were unclear．
Publishing alsoincreased between1984　and1989・
Increases of up t0　300％　were recorded′　and ten companies had
increases oflOO％　or more，eXCluding one company which went
froml to15　papers・　Excluding this company′　the average
increase was　95％．　As mentioned earlier，aS a grOuP the
COmPanies recorded anincrease of　57％．　This compares with a
12％　changein the number of recordsin the database，a　42％
increasein the nunber of papers fromJapan，and a　38％
increasein the number of papers from the group of
universities examined here．　So the SCI showed a rapid
increaseinJapanese publishing during the1980，st and within
Japan，these　29　companies formed an especiailY dYnamic
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Subgrouprin many cases dramaticaiiYincreasing their
contributions to the internationai scientific literature．
2－J－2　βut is it　のdSic　ヱ・eSe．drC力7
The natural question to ask about the publication data
just reportedis：How much ofit can belabelled basic
research？
Japanese conpanies are reporting eRPanded
eギpenditures on”basic research．一一　However，it
dPPe．ヨrg　地dt調Og亡Of地iSis・乃0亡・bdSic・reSedrC力dS
霊。誓蒜誓。霊霊霊霊霊霊票撼亡∂細′加
As discussedin the first section of this report，the
definition of basic researchinJapanis a contentious
question，and up to now the only data avaiiable have been
input data whichis said to be subject to cultural differences
in the classification of research．　Using the datain the
PreSent StudY，however，itis possible to examine the output
Of research from any country on the same basis because the
］Ournalsin the database were classifiedin1986　bY CHT
researchin developingindicators for the U．S・National
Science Foundation．　There are fourlevels．　Zn the phYSical
SCiences these are：basic science，aPPlied research，
eng‘ineering sciences and applied technology．　Zn thelife
SCiences theY are：basic science，Clinicalinvestigation′
Clinical mix′　and clinical observation．　Figure　4　displays the
CategOries and a prototype］Ournal for eachlevel・　The
advantage of this schemeis that the same standard can be
applied to papers from any country．　The disadvantageis that
not ail journaisin the database are assigned to alevel．　工n
Particular，mOStJapanese〕Ournals are not assigned to a
level，nOr are journals added to the database since1986，When
the classification was devised．　Thereforein1984′　92％　of the
papers from the　29　companies were classified andin1989，87％
Were Classified．
56press′p・7・
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Figure　5　shows the frequency distribution of papers
across categories．　The percentage of papersin each category
is piotted for1984（thiniine）and1989（thickline）；in
addition a comparisoniineis drawn using data from a1976
Study of all U．S．industrial papers，this being the most
recent comparable data available・57　The numbers on the graph
are the number of papersin each categorY・　Zt can be seen
that the percentage of papersin the most basiclevelis the
Same aS that of the American companies，eSPeCiallyin1989・
Level three　－　aPPlied research／clinicalinvestigation　－is the
most emphasized，Withlevel1′　the most appiied′　being rather
low compared to the U．S．data．　Zn addition，theincreasein
publishing between1984　and1989　0ccurred primarilyin the
more basic－tYPe PaPerS．　The number of papersin the most
basicievel doubied，Whiie the numberinieveil′　the most
applied．actually decreased．
The rather surprising dearth of papers at the applied end
Can prObably be traced to two causes．　The firstis the
PreViously discussed differencein the propensitY tO Publish
in English・　AIInOSt all basic science probablyis publishedin
English whereas alower percentage of applied engineering‘
researchis publishedin English．　Secondly′　the companies
Were Chosen because they were producing science・The addition
Of the rest ofJapanese companies would add relativelY mOre tO
the applied end of the scale．
Zn addition the absence of the　80　unclassified journals
in which the companies published should not be neglected．
This effects particularly steel companies as the］Ournal Tetsu
to Ha ane：Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute of Ja an is
not classified but contains about　35％　of the papers published
bY the steel companies．Unclassified journalsin which the
COmPanies published more thanlO papers arelistedin Tablel・
A cursory examination of the titlesin thislistleads one to
SuSPeCt thatif the］Ournals were classified．most would bein
levels l or　2．
57smail and Greenlee．
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Table l
Unciassified journals
Journal name
Pe亡Su t0肋gdne
Journal of Lightwave Techn01ogy
＝EEE Transactions on Power Delivery
Optics Letters
Fusion Engineering and Design
Number
Of papers
70
35
20
19
16
JSHE Znternational Journal Series ZIZ　－　Vibration Contro1
15
IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications
14
Archives of Gerontology and Geriatrics　　　　13
2－J－j J刀teエロdtioJldユigdtjo刀
Theinternationalization ofJapanese R＆Dis of active
COnCern tO theJapanese government．　Znternationalizationis
Often defined as exchange of researchers and makingJapanese
SCientificliterature available to the world throughimproving
database access・　Here wel00k at a slightly different aspect
－international c011aborative research　－　Which can be seen as
One meaSure Ofintegrationinto the world scientific
COrrLmunity．Internationaily coauthored papers are an
increasing fraction of the world′s scientificliterature′　and
they are high quaiitY SCience，being cited more frequently
than papers with authors of one nationality・58　TheJapanese
government recognizes theimportance ofinternational
C011aborative research．　Znitsllth recommendation，the
Councii for Science and Techn010gy discussed collaboration and
encourag．ed private companies to develop theirinternational
collaborative research．59
58F・Narin　＆　E．S．Whitlow′　辿運旦
Coo eration and Coauthorshi in CEC－related areas of science′
VOlumel′　rePOrt tO the Commission of the European Communities
by CHZ Research，May1990．
59The Council for Science and Technology′　旦；型駐E更地旦
Fundamental Polic for Promotion of Science and Technolo to
Focus Current Chanin Situations from the Lon　－Term View′
11th Recommendation of the council for Science and Techn01ogy
November1984．pp．40－41．
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This p01icY emPhasis onincreasing collaboration makes
SenSe giVen thatJapanis relativelYis01ated among
SCientificaily advanced countries・Luukonen et al・analYzed
international coauthorship and their results are useful here・
Japanese scientists coauthor relativelY few papers with
foreign C01leagues・Thisis not a great surprise because
geographYtlanguage and culture shape the patterns of
international coauthorshipt andJapanis distant from other
scientifically advanced countriesin a11these dimensions．60
The question ofinterest hereis：doJapanese companies
internationailY COauthor papers more oriess frequently than
OtherJapaneseinstitutions？　Comparison datais available for
1984′in which the percentage ofJapanese papers with an
international coauthor was：6．7％of27，978．61In1984′2％of
the papers produced bY the　29　companies had a coauthor from a
foreign COuntrY・The companies were moreinternationallY
is01ated than otherinstitutionsinJapan・In19847　7・0％of
the14′220papers produced by all American companies had
international coauthors・62　As expected thisis more than the
Japanese companies．　＝tis alsoless than the American
universitiesr nationallaboratories and non－PrOfit research
institutesrindicating that companiesin general do notlead a
COuntryin theinternationalization ofits research．　工n1989，
the companies produced162　papers with aninternational
COauthor；these were　6％　of the total．　Thisincreaseis
COnSOnant With a general trendin world science；the
PerCentage Ofinternationally coauthored papersisincreasing‘・
60T・Luukonen et a1．．．An Outline for understanding
PatternS Ofinternational scientific collaboration，．．
Forthcomingin Science Techn010　　＆　Human Values．　Narin　＆
Wh⊥tlow．
61
This number was calculated from a constant journal
Set・　A constant journal set was not usedin this data．
Therefore the comparison numbers were produced from a slightly
differentdatabase．
62NationalScience Board′Table5－29・
－39
Thelow rate ofinternational coauthorship maY nOt be
entireiY due tois01ation from the worid′s scientific
COmmunitY・　The percentage of muiti－institutionai papers from
Japanis also on thelow side・63　Table2reports the
PerCentage Of papers produced bY the　29　companiesin1984　and
1989　which had a coauthor from aJapaneseinstitution，either
another company′　a universitY Or a nOn－PrOfit and government
laboratory　－　COmbined under the term Hinstitutes．．．　For
COmParison a third coltmn has been added．　This reports the
COauthorships of all American companies with universities and
institutesin1984・Since coauthorships between American
COmpanies were not calculated．fewer coauthorships were
includedin the comparison data
COmPanies．　The figures are the
by the　29　companies which had a
university．　The figures do not
papers will have a coauthor from
and will be added to percentages
COunted only oncein the total．
thanin the data onJapanese
Pe Centage Of papers published
COauthor from，for example，a
add because，for example，SOme
a university ahd aninstitute
in twolines，but will be
Table　2
Percentage ofindustrial papers with domeStic coauthors
29Japanese companies
Prom：
AnY SeCtOr
Industry
Instltutes
Universities
1984
????????????
1989
?????????? ???????
All US
COmpanies
1984
32．3亀
12．1亀
25．2篭
Even though theJapanese datainciudes more
COauthorshipst namelY those with companies′　the rate of
domestic coauthorshipislower than for the American
COmPanies・　＝t grew between1984and1989，because more
C011aborations were done with universities andinstitutes．
The c011aboration rate withindustry fell・The rate of
COllaboration with universitiesis worth noting；itis
63Narln＆Whltlow′Figure5・8・
64NationalScience Board，Table5－31．
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Significant andis much higher than the rate of coauthorship
With all foreigninstitutions，Which was　6％in1989・This
evidence suggests thatJapaneseindustry relies on the
domestic public researchinfrastructure much more heavilY than
they do on foreign reSearChinfrastructures．
It is difficult to know whether these rates of
COllaboration with different sectors arelarge or sma11
Without comparing them with the size of each sector・　Zn
Fig．ure　6，the secto・ral shares of collaborative papers are
COmPared with shares of：PaPerS Published（1984　graph only）
R＆D staff and expenditurein each sector．　This can giVe SOme
indication of how usefui universities and institutes are to
industry′　COmPared to the amount of money they receive・
Plottedin the figure are the percentage share of
national R＆D expenditure，R＆D staff，Japanese paperslistedin
1985ChemicalAbstracts65and domestic coauthorships・This
last has the f011owing meaning：the　29　companies published
2942　papersin1989，Of these　855　0r　29％　were coauthored with
aJapaneseinstitution．in this graph those　855　papers are
equal t0100％　and the share with a coauthor from a university′
institute or another companyis reported．
One notable feature of the graphsis that c011aborations
tend to follow the pattern of publishing．A caveatis needed
here，namely the share of publicationis not taken from the
Same database．　The share of pubiicationsin the SC＝　mig‘ht be
SiightlY different．　Bearing thatin mind′　COmpanies
C01laborate with universities and institutes at about the rate
One WOuld expect given the amount theY Publish．　However，theY
COllaborate with each other much more than one wouid expect，
giVen the amount of papers companies produce・UnfortunatelY，
Shares of papers are not availablein1989．
65From：M．Negishi，．．National Research Activities as
Seenin Pubiication Data（IZ）：A comparison among Social
Sectors：Industry′　Universities and Government，’．迦迫畳
む；裏辺主主呈j地建ヱ（inJapanese）41′11′　November1988，PP・
936－943．
l・111－
Zt can be seen that compared with R＆D resources，
COmPanies do not publish much，nOr C01laborate much．　A high
PerCentage Of company R＆D staff and expenditure are devoted to
development，in which companies would not publish or
C01laborate．　Thereforein the1989　graph the share of each
SeCtOrin basic　＆　applied expenditure onlyis shown・　Thereis
no differencein the general conclusions to be drawn・
Between1984　and1989　the increase in number of
C011aborations with companies failed to keep pace with the
increasein number of papers，While the collaborations with
universities and withinstitutes did keep pace．　Thisis
COnSOnant With Monbusho figures which show that the number of
university－industry〕Oint research projects′　reSearChers
accepted fromindustrY，and donations received from companies
increased through the1980，S，Table　3
Table　3
Joint research projects and researchers accepted fromindustry
Year Joint Researchers Donations
Research Accepted from in billion
Projects IndustrY yen
??????????????? ?? ???????
????????
?????????? ?????
????????
????? ???????
????????????
Source；：旺Onbusho，The Universit Research S steminJa an，
（Tokyo；：旺Onbusho′1988）p．23．1988data from1989Japanese
VerSlOn．
2－j－4Are COdu址0red pdperS・mOre・わaSic？
As mentioned previously′　the percentage of multi－author
papersin the scientificliteratureisincreasing・At present
relativelylittleis known about the characteristics of these
PaPerS・Using the datain this studYtitis possible to
expiore atleast one aspect of the coauthored papersr namely
how basic theY are・Figure7presents this data・The
difference between the two graphsin the figureis best
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understood byimagining the datain a table．　The rows are the
different types ofinstitutions with whom these　29　companies
COauthored papersin1989：Other companiesinJapan，Japanese
universities，foreign universities and allinstitutions
COmbined・　The colunns are thelevelsl through　4　and
unclassified papers．　From this table we can determine，for
example′　the number of papers coauthored with aJapanese
universitY that areinleve14．In order to analy2：e the data
We WOuldlike to know the percentages of papers from each tYPe
Ofinstitutionin any category．These percentages can be
Calculated two waYS．　The firstis down the columns，uPPer
graph，Which enables us to ask questionslike：Who was the
most frequent partnerin research coilaborationinlevel　4　and
levell？　Are they the same？　The second method of calculating
the percentagesis across the rows，lower graph．　Thisis a
frequencY distribution and enables us to ask questionslike；
How were the papers coauthored withJapanese universities
distributed across the categories？
Zn the upper graph we can see that over　50％　of theleve1
4　and unclassified papers had more than oneinstitutional
address，Whereas　20－30％　of the papersinlevels　3，2　＆1were
COauthored・The rather high percentage of coauthoredleve14
PaPerS SeemS due to the marked tendency of the most basic
PaPerS tO be done collaborativelY With aJapanese university・
Only at the most appliedlevel do companies collaborate most
Often with otherJapanese companies．The high percentage of
unclassified papers that are collaborativeindicates that such
PaPerS，if classified．would not be randomlY distributed
through thelevels；ratherit appears that unclassified papers
have special characteristics．
The frequencY distributionin thelower graph confirms
these observations，While bringing Out mOre Clearly the
POSition of foreign universities．　We can see that，When
COmPared to the distribution of ail papers，PaPerS COauthored
With any type ofinstitution，are mOrelikely to be basic・
Papers done with foreign universities are morelikelY tO be
basic than are those done withJapanese companies butless
－43－
likely to be basic than those done withJapanese universities・
Papers done with foreign universities are more
ievei one than are papers done with aJapanese
One explanation for this may be the relatively
to publish very applied papersin English・If
With a foreign university．this must raise the
Will be pubiishedin Engiish．
likely to b in
univer5土ty．
low propenslty
work is done
chance that it
Since most of the c011aborations between theJapanese
COmPanies and foreign universities are with American
universities，anOther possible explanation of this pattern of
COauthorshipis the observation that departments of the same
namein American andJapanese universities may undertake
different types of research．　The differenceisin thelevel
Of the research，thatis how basicitis，and perhapsis found
Onlyin the physical sciences．　Table　4illustrates theidea
Whichis that，for example′　Physics departmentsinJapan
Perform onlY SuCh esoteric research as particie physics・Huch
Of the research undertakenin engineering departmentsinJapan
WOuld belabeled physicsin US universities，and much of the
research foundin US engineering departmentsis foundin
Japanese companies．When aJapanese company collaborates with
aJapanese universitY，they maY Well work primarilY With
applied science departments・66　HoweverlWhen compared
against collaborative research with American universities．
C011aboration withJapanese universities may be more basic
becauseJapanese universities simpIY do not do some very
applied work whichis undertaken at American universities．
Table　4
Level of researchin US andJapanese university departments
Basic
Japan
SCience dept．
US
l engineering。ept．＿，　S£1とn。e。ept
Appiied companY　　　　　　－＞　　　engineering dept
66
H⊥11：1989）p．49．
M・D・Dibner＆R・S・White，旦主辿旦］迫！Ⅸ⊥迫匹迎（HcGraw
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The strongest conclusion to be drawn from Figure　7is
that coauthored papers are more basic than non－COauthored
papers・　This supports theidea of the different nature of
industriai and academic science mentioned in section l of this
report・　Zndustry people do research，they c011ect and
assemble facts，investigate and seek to understand new
Phenomena etc・but always with an eye toimproving the
COmpany′s technologY．Whenindustrial researchers collaborate
With university researchers，ParticularlyJapanese academics，
a more scientific viewpoint orlogiCis brought to the work・
One shouid not exaggerate this tendencY，aPPrOXimately50％　of
the most basic papers from the companies were published
Without any universitY help after all．But the tendencyis
there．andinvestigation on a company by company basis might
Shed furtherlight on thisissue．
2－4　Conclusion
The　29Japanese companies examined here make a
Substantiai contribution to the international scientific
literature・Thisincreased during the1980，S・Itincludes
basic research，though this datais biased towards basic
research・　The companies are not verYinternationalizedin
terms ofinternationally collaborative research・The domestic
COauthorship rateis alsolow．　But companies do work with
Japanese universities，mOre than with all types of foreign
institutions combined．　The sectoral pattern of collaboration
is generallyinline with the share of papers published　－
except that companies col1aborate more with each other than
WOuld be expected from the number of papers theY Publish・　The
data provi－de some support for theidea thatJapanese
universitY departments of engineering do research which would
be considered physicsin the US，andJapanese companies do
research foundin US departments of engineering・
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Figure2
ComparisonbetweenSCl＆companypubliCationlists
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